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EI’Z’3CT01’ THE GROUND ON AN AIRPLANE FLYING CLOSE TO IT*

By E. T~nnies

INTRODUCTION

While taking off and landing or, in general, while
flying near the ground, the flight characteristics of an
airplane arb affected by the nearness of the ground,
which will here be taken to inea,nwithin a few meters of
the wing.

It is a well-known’ fact that a low-wing airplane
takes off quicker than an equivalent high-wing airplaae,
due to the greater ltground effectll on the low wing. Like-
wise the following noteworthy observation, which has been
made in receilt years in the taking off of very heavily
loaded airplanes on long. flights, eeg., in ocean cross-
ings, is attributable to the ground effect. The limit be-
tweeil the maxii?lumload with which an airplane can take off
and the load with which it can no longer take off does not
appear to be very sharply defined, but depends on another
possibility expressed by the fact that the airplane can
leave the ground after taxying a long distance and is then
unable “to climb higher than about half the wing span for a
long distance, even as much as ten miles according to an
Almerican” report. (Reference 1.) Such cases have repeat-
edly occurred and are attributable to the ground effect in
so far as a slight increase in the total load is offset
by the improved lift-drag ratio near the ground. (Refer-
ence 2.)

A similar phenomenon is also observed in landing.
An airplane can fly a long distance near the ground even
after its s~eed has diminished to” the ~oint that would

m-- .:P.T9,Y.entit ~rom ascending. It is repo;ted by pilots, hom-
ever, that iil tliis coiitition ”an’’airplane “often pancakes
without apparent cause. Probably the air flow suddenly

-—..--..——— .— .—

* l!Der Boden-xffekt beim I’luge ii~ Erdn~he. “ Zeitschri,ft
fflr Flugtechnils und Motorluftschiffahrt, March 29, 1932,
Pp. 15’7-164.
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separates from the wing ~ear the “&rou’nd.

,. In Arnpr+ca an.+ England the ground “effect has re.ceiv.ed
muc”h attention for a long time, and” whole series of “model
and flight tests have been made, which have, however, been
chiefly devoted to changes in the i“nduced drag. The ex-
periments here described show that the increase in lift
may be of a high enough order of magnitude to be taken in-
to account also.

. CO,NSIDERATIOl?:OF TAKE-OFF CONDITIONS
, “.- :

FROiJ STATISTICAL “DATA
o

It was first attempted to determine. statistically the
difference in the take-off runs of high--wing and low-wing
monoplanes and of biplanes from the data obtained, bj the
D.V.L. (Deutsch-e Versuchsanstalt ftlr Luftfahrt) in their
own take-off tests wi-th various airplane types. The a“ir-
plan.es were placed at the disposal of the D.V.L. with the
consent of the manufa.cturersc At the outset, however, at-
:tent”i.o,n.is called to the fact that the figures given here
are O-nly intended t.o show a general tendency, and cannot he
used for accurate calculations. Hence the following as-
pects. of the starting conditions will be briefly discussed,
in order to. show how many factors, some of which can only
be es”t.imated, affect the calculation of the take-off dis-
tailce ai~d time, and how difficult and hazardous it is to
compare the take-off performances of different airplane
types flown by different pilots under different conditions.

.In the course of time a whole series of graphic “and
analytic .method,s for the calculation of take-off data has
been developed. The views here expressed are bas,e.don the
fornulas developed by Blenk. (Reference 3.)

Tbe derivation of the take-off formulas is based on
the fundamental pr.ificiple of dynamics that the force
equals the maSS times the acceleration, so that

.,
G“”dv=S-”~-R- -—
g dt

(1)

After making several simplifyiilg assumptions and integrat-
ing, we obtain the following equations ‘-for the take-off
time and distance:
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:’ (.2:JG=T=@T)‘2)
arc tan

,’

2 G-:

in
J.

.- (3)

<( G
;+ CW1. ~ Caa

l-~
o - WG ca2 .)

G keing the flying weight, So the propeller thrust, W
the air resistance, R the frictional resistance, F the
win~ area, c the reduction factor of the propeller thrust,

f)<; w the viscosity coefficient, ‘al and Cw 1 lift and drag

coefficients in taxying, ca2 corresponding to (J. .)min

‘1
7 the air density and V2

9
the best climbing and take-off :&.

speed. ..-,.,
.“.

The take-off is obviously’ affected by ,g whole series $~~
of factors including several which cannot bq accurately :
determined for each case, ,as, for example, the. lift, and .
drag coefficients, ‘the propeller tilrust So and tho vis-;
cosity coefficient M. The lack of the exact value of w
is the cause of the largest and most frequent errors.
There is still another factor which ’does not appear in the
calculation, namely, the personal e’quatiion”of the pilot.

-. In order, to eliminate as much as possible, in the..---
comparison “of the differentvalue.s, any contingencies dur-
iilg the tests, like gusts or peculiarities in piloting,
thetake-off distance s was calculated, for all the air-
planes to be compared”, according to an approximation for-
mula also developed by Illenk:

I
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G2..s = ‘--——–—
~ F Ca2 (SO - wG)

or, by introducing va r
G 2g

(take-off) = - ——
“1?‘Y c~~

., . .,.
:.

.
v2(+

s-; = — : .“
.; 2g (SO - uG)

. . .

... .

(4)

s

(4a)

whereby it must be assumed that the taxying is continued
until the best climbing speed, (v.z) ‘is reached, so that
level flight or ‘~floatiilgflafter the take-off is entirely
eliminated. Then the measured take-off distance Sv (in-
cluding taxying and floating), is plotted against the cal-
culated take-off distance ‘r ●

This yields a 45° straight

line through the origin-,”if the values” used in the calcu-
lation corresj?ond to the real values. Xence, if it is as-
sumed t’hat the valu,e.of” So according to the formula

——.

so ‘4N
1
3 ~ (Reference 3) (5)

corresponds approxir~a~ely to the facts and further that
:,,the v?.lue adopted for M is the correct one, Vz being
‘ t’aicenfrom tile tests, then any deviation from this straight

line must be due to the above-mentioned contingencies. ln
the calculation w was assumed to be 0.15 which, accord-
ing to Tigure 1, closely approximates the actual value,
while the value ~=o.1, generally considered the prac-
tical mean, is probably a little too lows at least for
an ordinary airplane tiithout a runway. ~he” ever-present
deviation may be”due to the fact that, in ~he first place,
the most favorable manner of taking off’ is assumed in the
calculation and, secondly, that the approximation formula
represents oily the simplified first term of a series de-
velopment of thti accurate formula (3).

In the further consideration wo then used only tho
values which doviatcd but slightly from the continuous
straig’+t line. Notwithstanding the elimination of the con-
tingent values, it is always difficult to compare differ-
ent airplane types; since” the constructive factors which
affect the take-off, “such as wing”loading, power” loading
and the ratio of %he ‘p~opeller thrust to the weight, are
different for all of them. It was attempted to represent
the effect of all these values by plotting (fig. 2) the
necessary taxying distance, in meters per unit power load.-
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ing, against the expression So - MG, that is, the excess
po.mer used for the acceleration, corresponding to the ap-
proximation formula.

If the shove-mentioned difference in the aerodynamic
characteristics of high-wing and low-wing monoplanes in
taking off actually existed, it would be shown, by t-he
plotted values not leing all on one curve. If we should
start with the assumption that the ground effect either
increases th?:’l~ft,or decreases the induced drag, the
ground preSeur’6.ahd the air resistance would decrease more
rapidly an”d””th’e acceleration-producing force and the talke-
off run w6uld:”%oth “be smaller, so long as the wing is in
the region of the ground effect. During level flight near
tile ground (or Ilfloatingll), slow-wing monoplane becomes,
as it were, a high-wing “monoplane and tune same conditions
hold good for both. If we should disregard the fact that,
while floating, the grouhd friction is eliminated and the
requisite speed for climting is reached somewhat quicker,
the sum of the taxying and floating distances would be the
san13 for bot”n airplane t~es, as shown in I’igurf31. It is
obvious from Tiguro 2, however, that the taxying distance
per unit power loading is actually shortor for the low-
wing monoplane with the same available excess power, which
is ascril)able to the ground effect.

DESCRIFTIOIT OF THE EXJ?ERIMEITTS AND THEIR RESULTS

Track with Test Carriage
,....., :)

i?o quantitative conclusions can yet he drawn from ‘t-ne
above-mentioned experiments regarding the” effect of the
proximity of the ground on the polar of a wing, It cannot
eveil be determined whether the. above-mentioned facts are
due to increased lift or decreased drag or a combination
of both, which is more probablo. Th@ following is a re-
port of model and flight tests, the results of which will
subsequently be compared with tho tiloory.

Model tests.- Unfortunately’, .Hannover has no wind——
tunnel of its’ own; so that the-tests had to be made wit~
a carriage running on rails. The carriage supported’ a
wiilg model at a sufficient distance in front and was op-
erated by a“falling’$reight. .(l?i.~ure3.) ....!..:.,,.,:,,..

.
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Since, for the sake of e~onorny, all the apparatus
had to be made by hand, the Gottingen profile No. 365 was
chosen for the wing model. This was flat on the lower
side and was therefore easier to malke than a perhaps aero-
dynamically more favorable airfoil with a concave lower
surface. Its dimensions were 20 by 100 cm (about 8 by 40
inches) , The wing was supported by a system of rods, as
on a balance, and could be set at different distances from
the ground plane. The horizontal and vertical motions of
the wing were automatically recorded by a stylus on car-
bon paper wound on a drum operated electrically by clock-
works. m~erebv calibrated springs were stretched, so that
the magilitude of the deflections served also as a crite-
rion for the for,ces acting on the wing. (Fig. 4.)

:,
Tests were made .for,each.angle of attack at different

distances from the ground pla~e. Unfortunately the avail-
able space was only 22 m (about 72 feet) long, so that,
with the most favorat)le division into starting run test
distance and stopping run, a speed” of only 6.5 m (21.3
ft.) -per second “could be attained. The 5 m (16.4 ft.)
was therefore traversed in 0.77 second. In order to meas-
ure this si~ort peri”od as accurately as possible, a device
was constructed which’ operated as follows. A simple bell
magnet recorded the vibrations imparted to it by a 50-
period alternating current on a carbon paper attached to
a clockwork drum. Under this vibration curve with 100
conrplete vibrations per second, another bell magnet re-
corded deviations due to current impulses produced by the
test carriage passing over sliding contacts at definite “
intervals. (Fig* 5s) The speed over tlib whole test dist-
ance could be very accurately detertiined from meter to
meter by counting the vibrations. Tim speed was deter-
mined for every, test.

The force acting on the wing and the corresponding
speed were dotcrmined from tho two diagrams 4 and 5, and
the value of Ca was calculated according to the woll-
knawn form’ula for tho lift A = ca Fq. Allowance had to
be i,lado,howovor, for tho fact that tho carriago did not
i~ovo at a uniform speed over tile test distance, but was
slightly rotarde.d by friction and t-he resistance of tho
air, as could also bo do.termined from diagram 5. Tho lift
A coilsistod. of the two factors, the spring elongation K
and the inertia forces M producod by the retardation.
These inertia forces could be readily calculated for any
position of the wing, since the masses and their lever
arms were known, Table I shows the process of calculation,
only two values being ta-keilfor laclk of space.

. ——-___ __
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0.625

.. ...
The final results are plotted ifi Figures 6-8. In”

Figure 6, Ca is plotted. against the ratio h/b, -that
is, twice the distance of the wing from the ground to the
span. It is obvious how, with increasing nearness to the
ground, the lift increases ’beyond its normal- value and in-
deed most at small angles ~f~ttack, while there is a
slight decrease at large angles of attack corresponding
to Ca max* l?er,hap~ this is.connected with the above-’
mentioiled pancaking while flying level near the ground,
because the pilot levels off shortly bef,ore setting the
airplane’ down and thus comes within the angle-of-attack
r.aiigewhere there is no further lift increaseti such as
there was before he leveled off. In Figure 7 the ca val-

‘ues are plotted- against the angle of attack for.vari’ous
ratios of h/b as parameter, the percentile lift increase
over its nor:mal value at unaffe~ted altitudes being also
shown. Figure 8 compares the Gottingen wind tunnel re-’
suits with t’hose obtained with the test carriage for the
same wing profile at an unaffected distance from the o
ground and Siloms that very good resultscan be obtained
with a test carriage ‘by exercising sufficient care. The’
slight discrepancy between the two t“est resnits a’re ascrib-
able “to the fact that the hand-made wing mcdel did not’
have exactly tho same shape as tho Gottingen model, though
made from the same measurements.

Siilce it has repeatedly been .esta.blishsd by both mod-
el and flight tests (reference 4) that the formulas pro-
posed by Wiss elsberger (refer’en.ce 5) for calculating the
induced dl~ag of a w“ing in proximity to the ground, as de-

.+ ..rived ;fi.om.:.P.r.~n6..$.J.’~,s[m,ul~<~,pane~heory,y,agree ves,y well’..-.J...!4
with the experim:lilt”alresults, only tes-ts ,for “determining
the lift variaticn were here made. The drag’val.ues used
farther along were calculated by WieselsbergerTs method.

Accuracy ‘of tile apparatus.- Ths spe”ed could be deted-———.. .
‘i.

.—. ..— —
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miiled with any desired degree of accuracy, .since the tine
coiisumed %y.the test carriage in traversing the test dis-
tance could be readily measured to 0.01 second. As shown
in I’igure 4, the lift curve, scratched in the carbon coat-
ing with a pointed stylus, .is very fine, making it nossi-
ble to measure the distance from the zero line to w~.thin
l/’4imm (0.01 in.). This is a criterion-for the lift, where
1/4 mm would be equivalent to. a’boui 1,0 g (0.022 lb;) cor-
responding to an error limit of AC).035 g (0,00008 lb.).
Oil a rather large scale, the angle of attack could be ac-
curately determined to within 1/4 degree.

Flight Tests and Their, Re,sults

Flight tests have, teen conducted in America for the
numerical determination of the groun,d effect. (Reference
l.) In these tests, however, only the effect on the in-
duced drag was considered. It was found that, with a giv-
en propeller thrust, a greater speed Co-r.ldbe attained in
flight near. the ground than at a higher z.ltitud.e. A; inc-
rease of 1.3 per. cent in the speed was observed while
flying with the lower wing of a biplane only 5 to 7 feet
from the ground. Unfortunately, no data are gi,ven regard-
ing the angle of attack, so that it is impossible to tell
from the experimental polar whether there was any change
in the lift.

Flight tests were made in Hannover withthelo w-wing
monoplane of the Klemm 26-2a type, for the purpose of de-
termining whether the lift variation ,observed in model
tests also occurred with full-scale airplanes. We again
have

(6)

where G denotes the flying weight, F the wing area,
Y the air density and g the acceleration due to gravity
co,rnbined in a constant K, v the horizontal speed and.
“c;:~the lift coefficient. -For flight near the ground the
formula” Would be ,,.!.., ....”.’”’

(6a)

Here ca ~=ca+AcaS and v! would represent a speed
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.c.orrespondingly smaller than v. This would indicate that,
near the grouiid; one-could fly either “a-tthe same angle -of
attack and a lower “speed or at the same speed and a lower
angle of attack, as compakedwith. fliglit:at an altitude. :
free” from ground effect,. ‘In the experiments, therefore,
the speed and angle of attack had to be measured, “as like-
wise the height of the wiilg above the ground and the veloc-
ity of the mind., These qtiantities were determined photo-
graphically from the ground by means of a new .Zenith cam-
era kindly placed at our disposal by the Ascania Works at
Berlia-l?riedenau. This camera,was specially adapt,ed,for
‘pkotogrammetric flight tests.

The experimental arrangement was as follows: At a
distance of shout 160 m (525 ft.) from the camera, three
surveyors rods wer’6 stuck into the ground 50 m (164 ft.)
apart, so as to form a straight line in the direction of
the wind. The line. connecting the camera with the middle
rod was perpendicular to this straight line. The task of
tile test-plane pilot was to fly as closely as possible to
these rods, the recognition of which was facilitated by
directional signs on the ground, while the photographer
followed him with the finder, aid exposures were automat-
ically, made every second on the same plate. (Fig. 9,)
After several practice flights, the pilot succeeded in mak-
ing a series of flights in the desired direction with the
wing only one meter (shout 40 in.) and the wheels only 10
to 20 cm (4 to 8 in,) above the ground. Since these test
flights were very dangerous, only” so many were made as
were necessary to furnish t-he desired proof of a lift i-n-
crease, i.e., since the flying weight remained the same,
test flights were made only for a relatively small angle-
of-attack range, namely, from -1° to +lO. Flights were
thus photographed at altitudes of 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 20
meters (6.5 to 65 feet), the analysis showing that even at
‘7m (23 ft.) there was no measurable ground effect. In
each test the three ,surveyorls rods were included in the
photographs , in order to determine the exact height of the
wing above the ground and also the horizontality of the
flight. Then, for,comparison,. a flight at 25 to 30 m (82
to 98 ft.) altitude was photogiaphe,d on-the sa,me plateP
The results plotted iil Figure 11 were obtained on a clear
wiuterl s day with a l“ight snow”fall on the ground and a~so-
lutbly no wind, which is very favora’’ol.efor the interpre-
tation, because all errors due to wind. fluctuations are
eliminated. Only the two altitudes of 2 and 4 m (6.5 and
13 ftd) were measured in a wind and calculated,for no wind.
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. . For. evaluation, the photographs were projected on mil-
Iineter paper and the distinguishing points of the air-,
plane, such as the propeller htih, trailing edge of the
rudder, bottom of wheel and lower edge of tail were marked
oll’~thepaper. (Fig. ’lO;) With tllp size of the airplane, ,.
exposure interval, focal length of camera and enlargement
r’atio of projection known, it wzs ~ossible’to .detsrxinti
the s~eed to within a few tenths of a meter per Second and
the angle of attack to within 1/6 of a degree. It was al-
so possible to determine the height of the wing.above the
ground with the aid of the known height of the surveyors
rods. Of the 12 to 15 pictures covering the entire length
of the plate, only four or five were ●sed for the evalua-
tion, namely, the ones ilear the middle rod, in order to
avoid the distortion of the distances and angles due to
the perspective.

Figure 11 shows the result of the tests, in which cas
calculated according to formula (6), is plotted against
the angle of” attack for a height of the wing of 25 m &
ft.) above, the ground, as free from grouad effect, and of

=0 n“otcr (abo-&t 40 in.), that is, h/3 = 0.155, ~as the ~
s“aortest p cable distmico from the ground for the air-
plane to fZy. The lift Increase is plainly shown. Wc ob-
tain, e.g., at 1° angle of &.ttack and k/b = 0.155, an
increase of 10.3 per cent as compared with the normal c~
value, ~hich~ugh considerable, is not so large as that
indicated by the mbdel tests, which is about 35 per cent
for t-he same angle of attack and the same value of n/b.
This discrepancy may be due to the fact that..the ground
effect is disturbed by the fuselage and prop.e.ller slip-
stream and cannot therefore attain so great” a value as
for the wing model.

GROUND EFFECT ON TAKE-OFT Ai.i.DLANOIl?G

.

It has already been esta31isked, on the basis of :~od-
el and flig’ht tests that the proximity of the ground ai’-
fects the wing polar in the sense that the lift is in-
creased, as comparedmith the nori~al lift, and indeed tke
ino”stat small .&gles of attack,, w-bile the induced drag is.
reduced at large angles of attac”k (as calculated By 17ies-
elsbergerls method). We will now consider .tke effect of
this phenomenon on the take-off and landing characteris-
tics of an airplane.

Figure 12 shows the polar of the wing used for the
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,tests described iil the preceding section. The continuous
line is the polar, for_ theu,naffecte.d ,al.titude, which mill
’36 called the normal polar, The short-dash curve repre-
sents,the polar calculated according to 17ieselsberger for
h/-~= 0.1, in which, the lift was assumed to remain un-
changed., as shown by the fact that the angl,e:sare at tile
$ame height-for. both curves, while in t’ne third curve the

‘changes ,i,nthe Ca values are also considered.

l?e w-ill now illustrate by an example the ground ef-
fect on the take-off of an airplane. We will take a low-
wing monoplane with” h[b = 0.1 and the following dimen-
sions: G = 500 kg (1102 lb.) flying weight$ F = 20 mz
(215.3 sq.ft..)”wing loading, N = 70 hp, So =,184 kg
(406 lb,) propeller thrust on stand, S = 90 kg (198 lb.)
propeiler thrtist at v = 35 ti/s (115 ft./see.), < = 1.2
reduction factor of propeller thrust, w = 0.1 coefficient
of friction. It is also assumed that the taxying is done
at the angle of attack corresponding to the lest clirnbii~g
fligilt, so that Ca2 = Cal and CW2 = Cqpl ,and tilat the
transition from taxying to climbing will occur without
floatiilg. The index. n indicates the normal pol,ar and
b the polar affected by the nearness of tho ground. The
values in Table 11 were calculated according to formulas “n

‘.(2) and (3).

—... ....———.

c ~,z corresponding

CW2

Zlest take-off and
cliubing speed V2

Take-off time t

Take-off distance s

>. .,.., —: - ,:

TABLE II

Normal

0.914

0.095

21.6 m/s
(70.9 ft. /.se).)

9.0 s

95.0 m
(312.0 ft. )

,. .,, ..,.——— ..-———c

—- —.—-—
Affected

0.975

0.060

20.8 m/s
(68.2 ft. /see.)

8.1 S

78. Om .’
(256.0 ft. ).,..

—---- .——--—

If it be assumed, for example, that an airplane can”’
take off both as a low-wing,and” as a l~igh-wing monoplane,
the latter, due to the <;rov.ndeffect, would require, ac-
cordiilg to t,he table, an 18.5 per cent longer take-off run

I —
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than the former. . A graphic repr.esentation of the same ex-
ample shows the relative effects of the,”inc$eased lif’t
and reduced drag due, to the ground effect. (Ref er.ence s.)
In Figure “13 all the forc,es’acting on the airplane during
the take-off are plotted against the speed. The continu-
ous curves correspond to “the normal polar and the,dash
curves to the affected polar. This figure shows two facts:
first’’th,at the drag curve is lower with the use of the po-
lar affected by the nearness of the ground, just as the
curve of the frictional forces R, in that, due to the
hi”g%er Ca value; the ground pressure and friction drop
faster ..toward zero. The sum of both curves (W -1-R) lies,
of course, somewhat lower, whereby the forge P, available
for the acceleration, is.increased. Secondly, the requi-
site speed for cli’mb”ing is ‘reduced by the better climbing
ratio and is more ‘quickly attained, Both factors cooper-
ate to recluce the take-off run for the low-wing monoplane.
The time interval At is horc assumed to be ono second.
It i-s obvious that, in using the affected value, the “number
of- irian”glcs formed by the zigzag line is snallcr and con-
sequently the take-off ti-mc is, less,. We, obtain the values
tn=9s and tb = 8 S, which agree with the abovo-cal-
culat”cd’v”aluos.

...
,,.

The following is an addition to the many observations
already made regarding the most favorable take-off. (Ref- .
ereace 7.) In general, two principal assumptions are made:
First, that, in taking off, taxying is continued until the
speed V2 , corresponding to the best climbing ratio, is
attained; secondly, that the whole distance is..ttiaversed
at a constant a~lgle of attack. The fi:rst assumption is
justified ‘by the fact t~at it can be established; both
tkeoretica,ily and practically, that t“he take-off will be

the shortest when the floating distance is kept as small
as possible. . (Reference 6.) The second assumption, as
Elenk has shown (reference 3), is derived from the take-
off formula (3), from which a m~-nimum is obtained When the
factor .(CW - CA) IL is a miniiahm. T’nis is the case when

d cm—..—
d Ca

= w- In order to find the -corresponding angle of at-

tack at whioh,the taxying must be done, it is only neces-
sary to draw “a tangent to the yoler with the inclination
~. The contact point gi,ves the ca ai-d Cw values for the
shortest take-off, but does not need to agree with the
values for the” best climbing ratios,, ‘

,.,
In Fig” re 14”this metilod is applied to the foregoing

.3
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,., ,
‘e”x’arfiplefor both the n“or~ia~and the affected polar. It is
seeil‘th’attlie“t”ahgent to tlie”‘“polar affected by ,the ground
yields lift and drag value:s very different from’ the most
favorable ones.. The values obtained from the figure are:
for the normal “polar~ a minimum of Sn = 93.5 m (306.8 ft. )~
anti”,’for the affected ~olar, sb = 76.5 m (251 ft.). Both
values are smaller than the abovo-calcula$od ones, for
which it was assumed that tho taxying was at an anglo of
attack corresponding to (c&/ca1°5)min.

In the..same figure”.the normal polar is plottedfor
another aspect” r“atio 1?/b2 = 1/10. The induced drag is
known to be smaller in’proportion as the ratio F/bz is
smaller, the polar moving to the left and becoming steeper,
For this case another tangent with the’ inclination v =.;
0.1 was drawn to the polar. It is seen that the coiltact
point is higher, thus improving the ratio of the lift co-
efficieilt to the drag coefficient. The values thus ob-
tained yield a minimum take-off distance of s = 90 m
(295 ft.), which is less than for the first polar.

The result of the foregoing considerations is there-
fore t-hat the take-off distance ,is,t~e shortest, ~heil the
mi.i~gis closest to the ground and” the .rati”o F/b2 is the
smallest, provided that the whole take-off distance is
traversed at the best angle of attack and that floating
is eli~inated.

ON THE T3EORY OF i?LIGET NEAR THE GROUND

For completeness aild com~arison we will include the
results of a theoretical investigation of flight near the
ground by J. 3onder of Varsaw. (Reference 9,.) Bonder
works out very complox mathematical formulas by procooding
from the flow relations of two ‘adjacent cylinders with tho
aid of conformal transformation to two opposito wing pro-
filos separated by a plane of symmetry (the ground). (Com-
pare also Wiesels’berger!s theory of the induced dr~.g for
this case.) Bonder thus arrives at a.formula which ren-
ders it possible to calculate the forces acting on %oth
~ings, per~en.dicular t-o the, direction “of flow and there-
fore identical with the lift, for different angles of at-
tack and var$qus distances between t’he Wings. ..

Since t~~i$,,formula is .too,,,,trou’blesomefor numerical
calculation, ‘Boadbr &zg~e’6ts ti’more convenieilt approxima-

.

;&. .,..,,-
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. .

t’~oi~form~la and s~lo~.sby an exa~+~le t~~~t its r’es-.llts di f_
fer. .by.otily“<%few p“cr celit froiiitllo accu”rat”e’formula. ‘““:
Tha approximation formula reads:

.,..,,....J ....
,,.

The factor K is c~lculated from

g= fqo-sinb ri-jo n=02 ncosn~o.
2 “sik6 ---——-– - — -4~~o~

*’qO ”,..2nvor
———---—. —-

n=l en TO (e~n qOH1)
,K=2 .—.—. ___-—— -——— —-.- —.--... .__-. .>., . .. .

n.@
1+8 ngl(= l)n+

.,

in whi ch

Here “8 denotes the angle between the vortex trail bekiild
the wing and ,the direction of the velocity V. in infini-
ty; To is the mirrored circle of the cylinders. .Yor

To =Cn, the distance in which the cylinders are infi~~itely
se.~arated from oile another, 6 = 6.. At thi s angle the
circulation ~ = O and consequently the lift is also zero.
The iilclination of the profile aild of the vortex trail to

this zero position is expressed by t~he angle ~
:’

Figure 15 shows the increas-e in the circulation on approacil-
.~~g the ground for various angles ~. For the case when

% = co, that is, when the wing is at am undisturbed dis -
taizce from the ground, I’ is obtained from formula (6) for
‘flam or. h=~ and correspondingly, K = 4 sin ~ ~i th
the air density P = 1/8. ,,

..’
.:!,’

~h=~”= 8 r V. sin @ .’@)

Let theratio of i7/r V. for a finite distance h of the
wing profile from the gromd to the’ same expression ‘for

=ca be A. I’m/r -fo=# sin P,h Siilce this ratio is
,

‘,..
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... 1
“- A =----- 7

rvo8sin~
(9)

Ii~~igure’ 16, .“i = f(h) = is plotted for various”

angles ~ = ,consttint. P Coristant

I,:”,order to make a general comparison of the results
obtained froti this theory with the experimental results,
the following fa”cts “must’be” considered. In every case the
wing chord must come within the limits 2r and 4ti, the
former haling fo’r“the cylinder and 4r for th”~ flat” plat’o.
Since t~o most commonly used airfoils aro relatively flat,

= 0° is the one atr is about 1/4 t. The angle P
milich the lift is zero. Is the case of the airfoil used
in the’ experiments,

8 = :Oreover
is therefore approximately

id.eizticd with. ~ = 6 . h is here the dis-
t,~,nceof the wing from the ground: not tw’ice the distanc”e
as before. For a = 0° and h/r = 1,
h/h = 0.1,

correspondiilg to
a lift increase of 85 per cent is obtained

fr’om Figure 16, as compared with only 40 per cent obtained
expei-imentally. This difference may be due to tlie fact
that aa infinite span was assumed in the theoretical con-
sider’atiion of the wing.

The important point of tho tileoretical results is the
evidence, in agreement with the experimental results, of’
the lift increase of a wing on approaching a flat surface
and of Sue-n an order of magnitude as not to” be negligible.
(Reference 10, )

Translation Iy Dwight M. Miiler,
iyational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

.,,

> ,.”

., ..— .
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Fig.4 Lift diagram.
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